Lake Ouachita Woods, Water & Wildlife Workshop

Friday, July 12, 2024
9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Lake Ouachita State Park
5451 Mountain Pine Rd
Mountain Pine, AR 71956

Cost: $30 per person payable at workshop via cash or credit card

Register by emailing: emily.stubblefield@arkansas.gov

Approved for 6 hours of ADE PD and Arkansas PDR credit.

Participants are asked to please bring lunch as lunch and food options are limited in the area.

Workshop hosted by:

Join us for a fun, interactive and educational professional development focusing on Arkansas’s Woods, Water and Wildlife. Attendees will participate in hands-on activities focusing on our forests, lakes, and the wildlife that can be found in these habitats.

This unique workshop will feature three internationally recognized interdisciplinary curricula - Project WET, Project WILD and Project Learning Tree.

Participants will receive multiple activity guides filled with hundreds of hands-on activities — all correlated to state and national education frameworks.

- **Project WET** inspires students to respect our precious water resources and to understand the importance of sound water management. Activities focus on the biological, chemical and physical aspects of water.

- **Project WILD** brings the wonders of wildlife into your classroom and educational programs while teaching students about Arkansas’s great outdoors. Project WILD is designed to teach students of all ages about wildlife and habitats.

- **Project Learning Tree** helps students learn about our natural and created environment, and understand their roles and responsibilities within it. PLT teaches about trees, forests, wildlife, water, recycling, climate science, and green careers.

Participants will also have the opportunity to take a guided pontoon cruise on Lake Ouachita to learn more about and experience Arkansas’s largest and clearest lake.